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Why have brand standards and guidelines? 

The brand style guide establishes the rules and guides to maintain a consistent identity system to be used throughout all 
marketing. Through use of provided rationale, guidelines, and examples, this guide establishes the groundwork for future design 
work for the City of Willcox, Arizona so that all marketing maintains a consistent aesthetic.

The Visual Identity Guide was created to ensure the success of the City of Willcox Arizona brand as well as help achieve broader 
goals of strengthening our reputation and prominence. This guide addresses rationale, requirements and guidelines for the use of 
logo, color, and fonts associated with our brand. A consistent and proper presentation of the city mark is essential for establishing 
brand awareness, promote the City of Willcox, Arizona and it’s interests, and ultimately establish brand equity and loyalty. Success 
with our brand relies on you, those entrusted with the proper execution, care, and adherence to these standards. 

We invite you to:

• Familiarize yourself with the nuance and requirements associated with our brand
• Properly use our brand assets including identity variations, colors, typography and messaging
• Establish brand recognition, loyalty and ultimately build on our brand promise

QUESTIONS?

For questions regarding our brand please contact the Brand Navigator at 480.382.0679 or via e-mail at info@thebrandnavigator.com.
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OVERVIEW

A brand development workshop was conducted on April 2nd, 2019. After an overview of brand development and brief instruction, 
the participants were asked to review a series of images comprised of 5 basic image categories.

These categories included:

Additionally, participants were asked to review these images in the context of our 4 key brand dimensions to include:

The overall purpose of this exercise was to determine The City of Willcox’s desired visual cues. This exercise allows us to get 
a sense for what those cues might be. In developing the overall brand vocabulary and messaging these cues provide almost a
recipe of elements, that when used judiciously, can directly impact overall brand recognition, messaging and overall consistency. 
Although uniquely tailored to the The City of Willcox, Arizona, following these guidelines when executing the overall brand 
expression, can also influence the success of each of the individual business enterprises that exist within the City itself.

Identifying and embracing The City of Willcox’s desired perceptions is just the first step in effective brand communication. Next, 
the desired perceptions must be reflected and amplified in every point of communications with our audience. Furthermore, these 
perceptions must be translated into visual cues that will automatically trigger these perceptions, and send the correct messages 
to the appropriate audiences. No matter how beautiful or eloquent a piece of communication, if it is presenting the wrong visual 
cues, then precious marketing dollars are being wasted. The following is the recommended City of Willcox visual vocabulary. This 
vocabulary is intended not as a “design-by-numbers” how-to book, but rather a palette, from which visual cues can be selected 
and incorporated into every form of visual communication. It is a guide book, a series of sign posts, to help lead branding partners 
to the most appropriate visual solutions.

Architecture Automotive Internet Logos Faces

1. Cultivating
 the West 

2. Wine Industry 3. Exploring Unrivaled
 Desert Beauty

4. Rich History 
 & Heritage
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Prior to, during, and following the results gleaned from our Brand Development Workshop it is critically important to understand 
our key four brand dimensions its nuance and relevant points associated with them. These dimensions provide structure for our 
messaging and visual expression of our brand. The following outline of these dimensions were provided to brand development 
participants in an effort to define what these mean and how we express them to our constituents as well as stakeholders. The 
four key dimensions are defined as follows:

CULTIVATING THE WEST

Central to the The City of Willcox, Arizona brand is the notion of cultivating the west. This encompasses agriculture, agribusiness, 
ranching, farming, farm lifestyle, hard work, etc. This also entails taming the American and Arizona desert southwest and turning 
it into a region known for it’s diverse agriculture products. This working title also incorporates the totality of the agricultural 
process, seasons of production, etc. This aspect of the brand is core to the Willcox story.

WINE COUNTRY

This category is an appendage to the Cultivating the West in that wine growing is part of the agribusiness aspect and certainly 
overlaps this category. However, the wine industry in Willcox encompasses wine growing to production, unique vineyard brands, 
products, events, festivals, tourism, etc. Playing a big role in establishing Arizona, and specifically the community of Willcox, this 
specific industry is drawing a large portion of brand and regional awareness. Exhibiting this aspect as part of the overarching 
Willcox brand in a shared role with agriculture will be essential.

EXPLORING UNRIVALED DESERT BEAUTY

Also unique to the Willcox experience is primarily the Chiricahua Mountains. However, a diverse experience of regional assets 
awaits visitors of Willcox. These include the Willcox Playa and the internationally recognition for bird watching. This also includes 
other desert landmarks such as the Cochise Stronghold, Dragoon Mountains, Aravipa Canyon, Cave Creek Canyon & Zoological 
Research. Willcox is a destination for a variety of recreational activities such as hiking, camping, rock climbing and wild life 
observation. In addition, Willcox enjoys a diverse range of seasonal weather characteristics from winter snow to summer monsoons.

RICH HERITAGE & HISTORY

Willcox has a very rich heritage and intersectional history with the taming of the American Southwest as well as helping to 
establish Arizona’s legacy and lore. Initially established as a whistle-stop for the Southern Pacific Railroad, ‘Maley,’ as it was once 
called, was renamed in honor by visiting General Orlando B. Willcox in 1889. Willcox has been synonymous with famous cowboy, 
Rex Allen, who’s museum and events still play a role in the community tapestry to this day. Home to many families that call Willcox 
home, Willcox has a rich and diverse heritage and history spanning many generations. Willcox enjoys a friendly small town 
atmosphere with strong community loyalty and spirit and should be a key component associated with the City of Willcox brand.
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The select image below were the unanimous image selections by 4 independent groups.

Adjectives used by the group in describing these images:

Observations  |  Images are all consistent in several key areas: 
• The architectural grouping represent a coupling of farm/ranch with Spanish influenced building styles
• Traditional southwest materials are coupled with utilitarian ranching structures
• Southwestern and Hispanic influence relates to heritage and regional/cultural influence which should also be  
 reflected in brand expressions
• Colors reflect a combination of warm, rich earth tones with more muted utilitarian. This denotes a understated style  
 with select use of flair and styling. 
• Style and materials denotes use of natural materials, strength, structural integrity, utilitarian styles, etc. 

 

11

18

30

36

24

3 total responses

2 total responses

3 total responses

2 total responses

2 total responses

• Rustic
• Ranch
• Southwestern
• Spanish

• Warm
• Established
• Solid
• Genuine

• Hand-made
• Personalized
• Nostalgic
• Sustainable

• Gritty
• Retro
• Experienced
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The select image below were the unanimous image selections by 4 independent groups.

Adjectives used by the group in describing these images: 

Observations: 
• Image selections denote strength, utilitarian, practical and useful 
• Vehicles are seen as machinery, less about individual expression and more about practicality 
• Vehicles are not afraid to get dirty and have a strong work ethic while also exhibiting a fun adventurous attitude
• Larger vehicles references inclusion, a nod to families, friends and ultimate inclusion
• Overall colors indicate a more traditional brand expression indicative of traditional values and expressions
• Angles associated with visuals tend to also be more traditional

4

15

17

19

3 total responses

2 total responses

3 total responses

2 total responses

F O R D  F - 2 5 0 G M C  Y U K O N

N I S S A N  F R O N T I E R TO Y OTA  FJ  C R U I S E R

• Rugged
• Practical
• Utilitarian
• Hard Working

• Solid
• Strong
• Gritty
• Confident

• Family Oriented
• Basic
• Off-Road
• Freedom

• Adventurous
• Down to Earth
• Stable
• Aggressive
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The select image below were the unanimous image selections by 4 independent groups.

Adjectives used by the group in describing these images:

Observations: 
• Design layouts are consistent to the extent that they exhibit a hero based visual, adventurous organization of content,  
 a more non-traditional use of structure, color, etc. 
• Designs have a degree of symmetry, are a bit understated, but also show a degree of creativity in aspects of their design
• Hero imagery is focal point in visual expression and exhibit colors that are more muted, organic and unexpected
• Designs have a sense of sophistication and elegance while also being utilitarian
• Balance between organic and structural. Each instance has some organic element and focal point

• Clean
• Warm
• Inviting
• Innovative

• Genuine
• Authentic
• Unique
• Sophisticated

• Expansive
• Fresh
• Asymmetry
• Hero Imagery

• Balanced
• Clear
• White Space

6

15

8

1

3 total responses

2 total responses

2 total responses

2 total responses
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IMAGE GROUP 3 - INTERNET



The select image below were the unanimous image selections by 4 independent groups.

Adjectives used by the group in describing these images:

Observations: 
• Visual identities are generally expressive, organic in nature, and simple
• Stylization of each identity indicates a hand-crafted feel, individualized and authentic
• Identities are comprised a plurality of meaning each having an element of cleverness about them
• Identities generally have a southwestern feel, reflected of regional associations denoting heritage and history
• Several identities have a human component that hearkens to individualism

05

34

04

06

28

3 total responses

2 total responses

2 total responses

2 total responses

2 total responses

• Clever
• Organic
• Authentic
• Genuine

• Surprising
• Rustic
• Southwestern
• Gritty

• Simple
• Mystical
• Stable
• Balanced

• Dynamic
• Expressive
• Movement
• Inviting
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The select image below were the unanimous image selections by 4 independent groups.

Adjectives used by the group in describing these images:

Observations: 
• Facial expressions are active, energetic, genuine, authentic, happy, and reflective, in some form of human engagement
• Primarily, subjects tend to be young and active. This denotes an growing community with a bright future, focus  
 on education, and an emphasis on family 
• Subjects are real-world people, not staged or ‘perfect.’ We should be able to see character, etc.
• Subjects represent a broad range of ages from young to older
• Images are not staged, moments or snapshots in time
• A degree of diversity is present both in regards to gender and race which indicates an inclusionary  element
• Stylization of color through the use of warm, sepia and gray tones accentuate warmth, authenticity, and to make  
 subjects become more inviting was a consistent element through most selections 
 

• Diverse
• Authentic
• Youthful
• Curious

• Happy
• Real
• Caring
• Mischievous

• Family
• Confident
• Engaging
• Whimsy

• Understated
• No pretense
• Genuine

14

23

18

28

9

33

3 total responses

2 total responses

2 total responses

2 total responses

2 total responses

2 total responses
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IMAGE GROUP 5 - FACES
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TONAL CUES

• Visuals should be somewhat understated, not overly flashy or attention getting
• Visuals should consist of more natural tones, reflective of region, products and ultimate values associated with the residents

of the Willcox
• Limited use of broad color expression should be more traditional palette of hues

PERSONALITY CUES

• Individuals should appear energetic, bright, happy, genuine, and engaged
• Community should come across as having a family friendly environment with a focus on familial associations, stories, roots, 

generations, traditions, etc.
• People should appear genuine. Photography should consist of engaging situations, stories and not traditional poses
• Individuals should appear confident, authoritative, having a sense of pride in their occupation, family and community
• Subjects should exhibit a degree of curiosity or desire for discovery
• Subjects should exhibit a strong work ethic, should not fear hard work, or simply getting their hands dirty

LIGHTING CUES

• Natural lighting should always be considered. Authenticity is a key aspect of this brand
• Lighting should be used in accentuating an area of focus or to emphasize mood, drama
• Lighting should be utilized in accentuating bright contrast and color to convey friendliness, warmth and to be inviting
• Warm lighting or tonal stylization to create grey or sepia with imagery is acceptable. Heritage and historical associations are 

paramount to the Willcox brand
• Overly bright or blown out imagery in not acceptable as part of the WIllcox brand expression

INTERACTION CUES

• Simplicity should be a consideration in any brand related compositions. Compositions should have a singular focus that is easy 
to discern and comprehend

• Compositions should be devoid of appearing chaotic, cluttered, disheveled, or disorganized
• Positioning of elements can utilize a degree of asymmetry to exhibit a degree of innovation, playfulness and to be somewhat 

unexpected. This conveys a degree of innovation, movement and curiosity
• Outside photography should, when possible, show a sense of place in terms of background reference (mountains, sky, 

landscape, color, etc.)
• Compositional elements should feel genuine, authentic, utilized, hand-made, organic and feel legitimate to the composition
• Interaction of people should be positive, interactive, friendly, engaging and ultimately inviting

COMPOSITION CUES

• Elements should always feel simple, uncluttered and singular in focus
• Elements should feel genuine, authentic, utilized, hand-made, organized and legitimate to the composition
• ‘White’ space should be used in design elements. A clean area of focus should be a strong element of design.
• Asymmetry should be considered to convey an element of innovation, movement, and ultimate sense of curiosity
• When possible, a sense of place is important by showing regional assets (mountains, sky, landscape, color, etc.)
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COLOR CUES

• Primary subject matter to be colorized in more traditional, bright tones
• Secondary elements are colorized in more muted, natural tones reflective of regional associations and tie-in with the 

American Southwest
• Secondarily, colors can be exhibited as more sepia, earth based tones to convey a sense of heritage, regional or 

historical reference
• Color should feel natural, organic, genuine and give a sense of adventure or curiosity, they should convey a sense of warmth 

and should feel inviting, fresh and appealing
• Overly bright, neon, or flashy colors should never be used with the Willcox brand

INITIAL COLOR SELECTIONS

The following are colors sampled from the visuals selected as part of the brand development workshop:

PRIMARY COLORS

SECONDARY COLORS
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Our primary identity is compilation of our 4 key dimensions; Cultivating the West, Wine Industry, Exploring Unrivaled Desert Beauty, 
and our Rich Heritage & History. Distilling these groupings became a task of representing the essence of these categories into 4 
simple visual expressions. These expressions comprises our quadrant logo.

Each quadrant illustration consists of carefully selected visual elements based on research and desired communication directives. 
Stylistically, each illustration is designed to have a nostalgic painterly, one-color look and feel. Additionally, these illustrations are 
vector based and are scalable when using specific file formats.  



CITY OF WILLCOX ARIZONA BRAND  |  PRIMARY BRAND IDENTITY

BLACK & WHITE IDENTITY

FOUR COLOR IDENTITY

The following represents our primary identity expressions of the City of WIllcox Arizona brand identity. The core expression of our 
logo consists of two key elements; 1 – what we refer to as the brand quadrant and 2 – the official name logotype lockup. Elements 
contained in quadrant illustrations were carefully chosen based on research and inspiration on visuals from previous page.    
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note: Please do not alter, adjust or change the layout configuration with these of these logo files. It is important that these files be 
used in the configuration as they are shown for reasons of consistency and proper adherence to brand objectives.   

note: Please do not alter, adjust or change the layout configuration with these of these logo files. It is important that these files be 
used in the configuration as they are shown for reasons of consistency and proper adherence to brand objectives.   
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ABOUT THE CITY OF WILLCOX BRAND IDENTITY

The following are brief explanations for the identity itself. The mark is based on four key brand attributes which are central to the 
personality and character of the brand. These consist of; Cultivating the West, Wine Country, Exploring Unrivaled Desert Beauty 
and the Rich Heritage & History associated with Willcox. Specific details are outlined below.

CONCEPTUAL RATIONALE
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A B

EC D

A. This quadrant references 
the first brand attribute – 
Cultivating the West. This 
references both agriculture 
and the taming of the 
American Southwest.

TYPOGRAPHY RATIONALE

E. The font selection for this identity is a stylized, condensed, 
sans serif font – Trump Gothic Pro. This font was selected as a 
contemporary typeface with a nostalgic flair. This type 

compliments the quadrant approach while allowing the title 
to be prominent and readable at any size, yet not competing 
visually with the 4 core visuals. 

The color grey was selected as a complimentary color to be 
used in the typography and the separation bar. This neutral 

color serves to be legible but does not compete with the 
quadrant color choices. 

B. This quadrant reflects
the Local Wine Industry.
This has reference to the 
growing and harvesting 
of grapes, events, and local 
tasting rooms.

C. This is a stylized 
illustration of the Chirichuas, 
Dos Cabezas, birds in flight 
and valley floor. It represent 
regional desert beauty and 
points of exploration. 

D. The cowboy attire and hat 
references rich history and 
heritage of Willcox. The 
coloring and content also 
has reference to home town 
heroes - the Cowboys.

COLOR RATIONALE

A. Green is a common sense 
choice for this quadrant.  
Green references agriculture, 
ranching and growth. The 
color is based on PMS 369C. 

B. Purple is also a common 
sense choice for this quadrant 
representing wine and the 
wine industry. The color 
choice is based on PMS 513C. 

C. Blue used in this quadrant 
references open skies, 
adventure, and is intended
to be aspirational. The color 
is based on PMS 300C.

D. Red is an intentional 
choice referencing Willcox 
High School Cowboys. Red
is synonymous with Willcox 
and is based on PMS 187C. 
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CLEAR SPACE

Proper usage of our core brand identity is imperative to ensuring longterm success, ultimate brand recognition,  brand reach and 
compliance with our brand promise. The following represents guidelines for proper use of our identity.   

MINIMUM SIZE
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QUESTIONS?

For questions regarding our brand please contact the Brand Navigator at 480.382.0679 or via e-mail at info@thebrandnavigator.com. 

Minimum clear space is essential for clear and 
clean visual expression of our brand identity. 
Clear space for our identity equals the space 
between the quadrant portion of the logo
and the logotype lockup. Whenever our logo
is used please maintain this clear space. 

Proper application of identity is imperative. Identity 
should always be applied to a white field or light 
colored background. Use of consistent typography 
and colors in a complimentary fashion ensures the 
long-term success of our brand identity. 

APPLICATION OF IDENTITY

.8”

2”

Minimum Size refers to the smallest visual expression of the 
Willcox brand identity. In order to maintain visual recognition 
of elements associated with the quadrants our identity should 
never be used smaller than 2” wide and .8” tall.  
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Styling for our primary brand has a rustic photographic look and feel. Where this styling prohibits printing or other production 
requirements, alternative marks have been created to accommodate these needs. Coloring and styling track visuals in core 
expression yet are comprised of a wood cut style that are intended to be greatly simplified. 
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note: Please do not alter, adjust or change the layout configuration with these of these logo files. It is important that these files be 
used in the configuration as they are shown for reasons of consistency and proper adherence to brand objectives.   

note: Please do not alter, adjust or change the layout configuration with these of these logo files. It is important that these files be 
used in the configuration as they are shown for reasons of consistency and proper adherence to brand objectives.   

BLACK & WHITE IDENTITY

FOUR COLOR IDENTITY



QUESTIONS?

For questions regarding our brand please contact the Brand Navigator at 480.382.0679 or via e-mail at info@thebrandnavigator.com. 

CITY OF WILLCOX ARIZONA BRAND  |  SECONDARY IDENTITY RATIONALE
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ABOUT THE SECONDARY IDENTITY

The secondary identity was designed to be used in situations where the primary identity may not be printed properly or where 
the secondary identity makes more sense. Stylization of this identity is based on wood-cut styling and is a simple, scalable and 
easily reproducible vector format. Quadrant is very similar in terms of content, color and overall stylization.  
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INDIVIDUAL SUB-BRAND LANGUAGE & OVERALL RATIONALE

Taglines developed as part of our initial brand launch also represents our brand promise(s). With our brand comprised an identity 
lockup consisting of 4 communication categories, a system approach has been developed to express these primary areas both as 
a whole as well as a modular approach to potential sub-branding.

As singular expressions, each phrase is a simple adjective / noun expression. These 4 singular phrases consist of:

These phrases can and should be used in conjunction with specific brand categories within related copy, marketing messaging, 
marketing, advertising, etc. 

PRIMARY TAGLINE LANGUAGE

For concision, and with an overarching relationship between agriculture and the wine industry, the primary tagline was reduced to: 

This primary phrasing should be used as our primary core brand tagline expression whenever possible. As these core phrases are 
individual expressions, periods are added after each phrase for both emphasis and impact.  

CONCISE SECONDARY TAGLINE LANGUAGE

For added concision, the primary tagline phrases are reduced to just  individual nouns. This has reference to the core tagline but 
also functions as a pseudo call-to-action to stimulate participation by the viewing audience: 

This secondary tagline is for rare instances where even greater concisions is required. Please use judgment   

Cultivate the West.
Encounter Creation.

Savor Authenticity.
Discover Heritage.

Cultivate the West. Discover Heritage. Encounter Creation.

Cultivate. Discover. Encounter.



LOCKUP WITH CONCISE SECONDARY TAGLINE

CITY OF WILLCOX ARIZONA BRAND  |  TAGLINE EXPRESSION LOCKUPS

LOCKUP WITH PRIMARY TAGLINE

The following identities comprise of primary and secondary brand expressions with formal tagline lockups. Type used in these 
tagline expressions are complimentary to the core typeface while not being overly disruptive. Please utilize these identity 
expressions where applicable for complete visual and narrative messaging of our brand. 
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In select instances where a tagline is required, but where space is limited, our concise tagline should be used as shown. 

note: Please do not alter, adjust or change the layout configuration or language with these of these logo files. It is important that 
these files be used in the configuration as they are shown for reasons of consistency and proper adherence to brand objectives.   

In most instances, and where the tagline is necessary, the primary tagline and logo lockup should be used as shown.

note: Please do not alter, adjust or change the layout configuration or language with these of these logo files. It is important that 
these files be used in the configuration as they are shown for reasons of consistency and proper adherence to brand objectives.   
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SUB-BRAND IDENTITIES WITH TAGLINES

With the core brand based on 4 brand attributes, these individual quadrants can be used where merited. For example, where a 
wine event takes place, the wine quadrant and tagline can be used in an endorsement setting or for other purposes. This kinetic 
approach provides a sub-brand and color palette for singular specific events or initiatives. 
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Below is a fictitious example of use of a sub-brand identity to compliment or endorse an event or initiative. 

QUESTIONS?

For questions regarding our brand please contact the Brand Navigator at 480.382.0679 or via e-mail at info@thebrandnavigator.com. 

P R O U D L Y  B R O U G H T  T O  Y O U  B Y



USAGE GUIDELINES

When using the brand elements, it is imperative to be consistent with color choices. Below is specific information regarding 
primary color choices and when and where to use them. Listed are the acceptable print colors in both the Pantone color
matching system (PMS) and CMYK equivalents as well as web safe RGB values and hex colors. 

CITY OF WILLCOX ARIZONA BRAND  |  PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE
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PANTONE
300 C

C:100  M:58
Y:5  K:0

R:0
G:99
B:190

#0063BE

PANTONE 
COOL GREY 10

C:0  M:0
Y:0  K:70

R:102
G:102
B:102

#666666

PANTONE
513 C

C:51  M:94
Y:4  K:0

R:143
G:43
B:140

#8F2B8C

PANTONE
187 C

C:22  M:100
Y:85   K:14

R:172
G:26
B:47

#AC1A2F

BLACK

C:0  M:0
Y:0  K:100

R:0
G:0
B:0

#000000

PANTONE
369 C

C:71  M:11
Y:100  K:1

R:85
G:165
B:28

#55A51C

PANTONE COLOR
MATCHING SYSTEM

CMYK PRINTING
COLOR

WEB SAFE
COLORS

HEX#

EXPLORING
UNRIVALED DESERT
BEAUTY

NEUTRALWINE
INDUSTRY

RICH HERITAGE
& HISTORY

BACKGROUNDCULTIVATING THE
WEST

ASSOCIATED BRAND
ATTRIBUTE

QUESTIONS?

For questions regarding our brand please contact the Brand Navigator at 480.382.0679 or via e-mail at info@thebrandnavigator.com. 

PMS 369 – Green: 
Cultivating the West

PMS 513 - Purple:
Wine Industry

PMS 300 - Blue:
Unrivaled Desert Beauty

PMS 187 - Red:
Rich Heritage & History

The colors listed below are our primary color options. These should be used as first choice of colors when executing visual 
communication elements associated with our brand. As indicated below, each color has also been assigned to specific perceptual 
categories. This constitutes a color-coding system. Please consider these color choices when designing to these categories as well.

These constitute:   



USAGE GUIDELINES

When using the brand elements, it is imperative to be consistent with color choices. Below is specific information regarding 
secondary color choices and when and where to use them. Listed are the acceptable print colors in both the Pantone color 
matching system (PMS) and CMYK equivalents as well as web safe RGB values and hex colors. 

Secondary colors are designed to compliment the primary color palette and should not be used in place of core colors. Care should 
be considered when using this palette. Secondary colors can be utilized in limited situations when appropriate. Secondary colors 
should work with or compliment the primary color palette and can be used for graphic elements such as typography. 

The secondary colors consist of two categories: complimentary hues and secondary neutral hues.  

CITY OF WILLCOX ARIZONA BRAND  |  SECONDARY COLOR PALETTE
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PANTONE
123 C

C:0  M:21
Y:91  K:0

R:255
G:200
B:48

#FFC82E

PANTONE 
723 C

C:24  M:63
Y:100  K:10

R:189
G:113
B:45

#BD712D

PANTONE
297 C

C:53  M:5
Y:3  K:0

R:109
G:98
B:231

#6DC6E7

PANTONE
719 C

C:6  M:22
Y:40  K:0

R:238
G:208
B:180

#EED0B4

PANTONE 
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For questions regarding our brand please contact the Brand Navigator at 480.382.0679 or via e-mail at info@thebrandnavigator.com. 
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CITY OF WILLCOX ARIZONA BRAND  |  DO’S

DO place logo on white or very
light surface colors. 

DO use lighter tone colors or recycled 
papers with our logo.

DO use light color substrates under our 
logo as required.

DO use our reversed logos for 
application on black backgrounds.

DO use our reversed logos for 
application on primary brand colors.

DO contain logo using clearspace rules 
for busy backgrounds.

DO use sub-brand identities to promote 
various events related to their category.

DO use our brand identities to promote 
events while maintaining guidelines.

DO use our secondary logos where 
complex printing is not an option.
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For questions regarding our brand please contact the Brand Navigator at 480.382.0679 or via e-mail at info@thebrandnavigator.com. 

QUESTIONS?



CITY OF WILLCOX ARIZONA BRAND  |  DON’TS

DO NOT place logo on busy or
textured surface.

DO NOT attempt to stylize or alter
the logo in any way.

DO NOT use the core quadrant logo 
without the City of Willcox Arizona type.

DO NOT attempt to change the logo 
imagery or fonts in any way.

DO NOT alter the colors of our logo
in any way.

DO NOT distort the logo in any way.

DO NOT attempt to reverse logo 
expressions.

DO NOT alter our name or logotype in 
any way. 

DO NOT cover, crowd, infringe or break 
clearspace with our logo.
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For questions regarding our brand please contact the Brand Navigator at 480.382.0679 or via e-mail at info@thebrandnavigator.com. 

QUESTIONS?



PRIMARY BRAND FONTS

When corresponding using the City of Willcox Arizona brand, use Adobe Trump Gothic Pro for titles, headlines, and other title 
based uses. For common communication elements, standard copy, etc. use the Adobe Centaur MT font family. Where these fonts 
are not available substitute Open Sans Condensed for Trump Gothic and Times Roman for Centaur. 

CITY OF WILLCOX ARIZONA BRAND  |  TYPOGRAPHY

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890

CENTAUR MT -  REGULAR

TRUMP GOTHIC PRO -  BOLD

SECONDARY BRAND FONTS

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890
abcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890

TRUMP GOTHIC PRO -  REGULAR

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890

CENTAUR MT -  ITALIC

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890

OPEN SANS CONDENSED -  L IGHT

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890

TIMES NEW ROMAN

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890

OPEN SANS CONDENSED -  BOLD
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CITY OF WILLCOX ARIZONA BRAND  |  ASSETS

S E C T I O N  F O U R



CITY OF WILLCOX ARIZONA BRAND  |  ASSETS

Asset files, instructions and other pertinent information can be accessed at:  

http://thebrandnavigator.com/willcoxbrand/index.html
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note: The files contained on this page represents intellectual property of the City of Willcox, Arizona, all rights reserved. Vendors and 
associates entrusted with these files agree to not alter, adjust or change the layout configuration or language with these of these 
logo files. It is important that these files be used in the configuration as they are shown for reasons of consistency and proper 
adherence to brand objectives.   

DESCRIPTION OF FILE TYPES
.BMP  -  This is a native Windows Paint Brush Application file. This type of file can be used in windows 
based applications. This file type is pixel based and cannot be scaled larger than its native size.

.EPS  -  This type of file is an Adobe Illustrator vector based file. This type of file is to be used for 
professional printing and when scaling of logo to large sizes is required. This file can also be used with 
any postscript level 2 and 3 compatible printer.

.GIF  -  This is an Internet based file type and is to be used for on screen application only. This includes 
web based presentation or Powerpoint type presentations. This file is not to be used for printing purposes. 
This file type is pixel based and cannot be scaled larger than its native size.

.JPG  -  Like the .GIF file format, this is an Internet based file type and is to be used for on screen 
application only. This includes web based presentation or Powerpoint type presentations. This file is not
to be used for printing and is an Internet based file type. It is to be used for on screen application only. 
This includes web based presentation or Powerpoint type presentations. This file type is pixel based and 
cannot be scaled larger than its native size.

.PNG  -  Like the .GIF and .JPG file formats, this is an Internet based file type and is to be used for on 
screen application only. This includes web based presentation or Powerpoint type presentations. This
file is not to be used for printing purposes. This file type is pixel based and cannot be scaled larger
than its native size.

.TIF  -  This is a higher quality pixel based logo and can be used for printing from such applications as 
Microso� Word or PowerPoint. This file type can also be used for screen presentations as well. This
file type is pixel based and cannot be scaled larger than its native size.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF COLOR TERMS
PMS  -  This refers to the Pantone Matching System. This is the color system used for professional
color matching. File types with this term are for professional printing or printing with a PMS calibrated 
color printer.

CMYK  -  This refers to the Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black. CMYK is an acronym based on these four 
colors. This file type is designed for printing from color laser or ink jet printers or when using logo for 
professional printing in various publications.

BW  -  This refers to Black and White. This type of logo is to be used for black and white laser printing
or other 1 color situations.

RGB  -  This refers to Red, Blue and Green. These are screen colors. These file types are to be used for 
screen applications only such as the Internet or PowerPoint type presentations.



CITY OF WILLCOX ARIZONA BRAND  |  TURFISMO
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T U R F I S M O  D E F I N E D :  

The all-too human trait of placing one’s own agenda ahead of 
the needs of the brand – having the temerity to consider one’s 
own likes and dislikes to be of greater importance than the 
requirements of the brand.

No pressure. You got this ... 
 



City of Willcox Arizona 
Willcox City Hall 
101 S. Railroad Ave Suite. B
Willcox, AZ 85643
city@willcoxcity.org
520.384.4271  

General Questions:
The Brand Navigator 
info@thebrandnavigator.com
480.382.0679
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